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Optical Bistability and Photon Statistics in Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
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The quantum statistical behavior of' a small collection of W two-state atoms strongly coupled to the
field of a high-finesse optical cavity is investigated. Input-output characteristics are recorded over the
range 3 +% &65, with bistability observed for A'~ 15 intracavity atoms and for a saturation photon
number no=0. 8. For weak excitation the transmitted field exhibits photon antibunching as a nonclassi-
cal manifestation of state reduction and quantum interference with the magnitude of the nonclassical
effects largely independent of A'.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Kb, 32.80.—t, 42.50.Dv, 42.6S.Pc

The dynamical processes for two-state atoms coupled
to the electromagnetic field of a resonant cavity provide a
paradigm for investigations of quantum dynamics in a
dissipative setting [1,2]. Of particular interest is the
prospect for studies in a regime of strong coupling such
that the frequency scale g associated with reversible
internal evolution is larger than the dissipative rate y to
an external environment. While a number of features re-
lated to structural aspects of the atom-cavity system have
been observed (e.g. , level shifts and linewidths) [2], un-
fortunately only a few experiments have been performed
under conditions of strong coupling for which the critical
number of quanta (y/g)-' which characterizes the system
evolution is small [2-4]. In the domain (y/g) & I, the
usual system-size expansions of quantum statistical phys-
ics are not applicable; dynamical Auctuations at the level
of a single photon or atom can have profound eAects on
the system's evolution even for large numbers of photons
or atoms. Beyond the immediate relevance to quantum
optics, investigations in cavity QED in a regime of strong
coupling provide realizable avenues for the exploration of
questions such as the scaling of quantum fluctuations
with system size and the nature of global quantum corre-
lations for open quantum systems [5].

Within this general context, the subject of this Letter is
the quantum statistical behavior of' W two-state atoms
strongly coupled to a single mode of a high-finesse optical
cavity. Of principal importance are the single-atom
cooperativity parameter Ci —=go/2tcy& and the saturation
photon number no= (y~y /4igi)bo, —where tc is the decay
rate of the cavity field, fall, y& are the decay rates of the
atomic inversion and polarization into modes outside the
cavity, go is the optimum coupling rate of an atom to the
field mode, and b depends on the cavity geometry. For
our experiment C] =2.3 and no=0. 8, so that critical phe-
nomena such as optical bistability are observed with a
small number of atoms and only a few photons. To ex-
plore this behavior, we record the nonlinear input-output
characteristics for the atom-cavity system over the range
3 ~ W ~65 and make quantitative comparisons with the
semiclassical theory based on the Maxwell-Bloch equa-
tions [1]. To address nonclassical aspects of the dynam-
ics of this open quantum system, we investigate the inten-
sity fluctuations of the intracavity field and observe both
photon antibunching and sub-Poissonian photon statistics

[6,7] and interpret these results in terms of quantum state
reduction and interference in a dissipative dynamical set-
ting [7].

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our experiment consists of an

optical cavity of finesse 8 x 10 formed by the two spheri-
cal mirrors (M;, M„) of radii 173 mm and approximate
transmission coeScients T; = 1 x 10 and T„=4x 10
An optically pumped beam of cesium atoms (collimation
~10 rad) intersects the cavity axis at approximately
90, with the transition investigated being the (6Sig,
F=4,Mt-=4) (6P3I2, F'=5, MF'=5) transition of the
D2 line of atomic Cs at 852 nm. Since the fraction of the
total 4z solid angle subtended by our cavity is small

( —10 '), yii
' equals the free-space lifetime of 32 ns.

Furthermore, since the coupling coeScient of an atom
to the cavity mode is spatially dependent, we take
g(r)—:gotlt(r), where go

=—(p roc/2h eo V) is the op-
timum coupling rate, sit(r) is the cavity-mode function
normalized such that fltlt(r) d x = V, and the eA'ective

atomic number N= g; l l(rs;t) . He—re p is the transition
dipole moment, co, is the frequency of the cavity reso-
nance, V=trwpl/4 is the mode volume, and b = —", is the
geometric factor for our TEMOO mode of waist ~0 =50
pm and length / =1 mm. We then have [gp, y~, tc]
=[2tr(3.2~0.2, 2.5+'0.2, 0.9~0.1)] MHz, with each
rate much larger than the inverse of the atomic transit
time r, (4&&10 " s to traverse 2wp). The signal beam
which excites the system is provided by a titanium-
sapphire laser of rms linewidth =60 kHz and is matched
to the TEMOO cavity mode. The cavity length is actively
stabilized with a chopping technique that alternates be-
tween data collection (with detectors D2, D3) and stabili-
zation (with detector D4) at a rate of 2.5 kHz with an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). For all measurements
the cavity and atomic detunings are nearly zero (+'200
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FIG. 1. Diagram of principal elements of the experiment.
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kHz).
To investigate the steady-state operating characteris-

tics of the atom-cavity system, we record the transmitted
po~er P, registered by the detector D3 as a function of
input power P; at the detector Dl. The results for four
atomic densities are shown in Fig. 2, which is a log-log
plot of the intracavity intensity X=3P,/~woI, T„ve. rsus
the input intensity Y = 3P T/zwoI, T„, w.here I,. =1
m W/cm and the empty-cavity peak transmission '7
=0.25. As studied in previous experiments in a regime
of weak coupling [8], the semiclassical theory of optical
bistability gives Y=X[I+2Cg(X)], where the atomic
cooperativity parameter C—:C~N and the susceptibility
g(X) =(3/2X)in[ —. + —'(I+8K/3)'~-'] [8]. In Fig. 2 we

plot Y(X) averaged over the (assumed) Poisson fluctua-
tions in N for each of the data sets. For each atomic den-

sity, we determine C and hence N by optimizing the fit of
Y(X) to the data on the upper and lower branches far
from the turning points. Our measurements fix L in ab-
solute terms within + 10%; the recorded values of P; are
scaled into dimensionless intensities V with a single fitting
parameter for all the data.

While the agreement between the experiment and the
semiclassical theory is reasonable away from the turning
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I IG. 2. Intracavity intensity X vs input intensity Y for four
atomic densities corresponding to intracavity atomic numbers of
(a) JV=3.5 and 10; (b) N =15 and 65. Note that this is a log-
log plot, with A =1 corresponding to photon number no=0. 8.
The solid curves are from the semiclassical state equation as
discussed in the text.
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points, it is poor in the neighborhood of the hysteresis cy-
cle with large dispersion observed for the values of the
switching points in successive sweeps of V with other
external control parameters held constant. An obvious
source for this dispersion and the discrepancies in the fits
of Fig. 2 is the dynamic nature of the atomic-number
fluctuations, which occur on a time scale given by rI, For
example, fluctuations for which N N hN (—N+AN)
will cause premature passage from the lower (upper) to
the upper (lower) branch and hence will erode the right
(left) side of the hysteresis loop. Likewise, intrinsic
quantum fluctuations of the atom-field interaction can
lead to the loss of local stability of the semiclassical states
and to quantum switching near the turning points [1,9].
As a result of these (and possibly other) microscopic fluc-
tuations, the observed width of the bistability trace is

considerably narrowed as indicated by the arrows in Fig.
2(b) which delineate the boundaries of the hysteresis cy-
cle measured when Y is scanned at a slow rate (100 Hz).
Whereas the semiclassical theory for Y(X) predicts the
critical onset of bistability for C=10 and N=5, in fact
we observe bistability only for C+ 30 and N ~ 15.

Turning now to our measurements of the photon statis-
tics of the transmitted field, we employ the detectors
D2, D3 shown in Fig. 1 to accumulate histograms of the
number of coincidences m(r) versus time delay r. The
detector D2 provides "start" pulses to a set of two time-
to-digital converters (TDC) and is an actively quenched
avalanche photodiode with quantum efficiency 28%.
Detector D3 provides "stop" pulses and is a photomulti-
plier tube of quantum eSciency 7%. One TDC serves as
the primary timing unit for a stop given a start, while a
second unit detects infrequent second stop events. The
counting rates of D2, D3 are continuously monitored with
a typical counting rate at D2 being 30 kHz, which is a
factor of 20 above the background level and which corre-
sponds to %=0.05. In Fig. 3 we present two raw histo-
grams for m(r) taken with N=18 and 110. Time delay
r & 0 ((0) corresponds to a start event followed (pre-
ceded) by a stop event, with r =0 referenced to simul-
taneous events at the beam splitter (BS) in Fig. 1 (as es-
tablished with short pulses from a laser diode). The ap-
parent activity around T: =0 and extending to times of
about 0. 1 ps is associated with the dynamics of the
atom-cavity system, while for r ~ 0.6 ps, m(r ) settles to
a level mI associated with random coincidences from in-

dependent processes at D2, D3, with the Poisson level mI
separately determined and not fitted. Although m(r) in

Fig. 3(b) is relatively symmetric in its deviations about
mI, we find a broad excess above mp in Fig. 3(a) for

~
r

~
&0.4 ps resulting from fluctuations in the number of

atoms inside the cavity. These fluctuations have a time
scale given by the atomic transit time and stochastically
modulate C and hence the transmitted field with an in-

creasing fractional effect for decreasing N.
Focusing our attention now on the region near I =0 in

Fig. 3, we employ the ratio m(r )/mp to infer the intensi-
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—
1~ down by a factor of 4 in 4(a)-4(c) and shifted the

curves for 4(a) and 4(b) up slightly to account for the ex-
cess noise from fluctuations in N as discussed above. Ap-
parently the transient nature of the atomic motion
through the cavity mode (which is not included here or in

Ref. [7]) has a profound effect in decorrelating the other-
wise coherent response of the sample to the escape of a
photon. Support for this conjecture comes from a weak-
coupling theory (which is not directly applicable to our
work), where homogeneous dephasing y~ 1.2y~ leads
to an approximate threefold reduction in ~g (0) —

1~ for
parameters comparable to those in Fig. 4 [1 I]. Empiri-
cally, we also know that ~g (0) —

1~ is reduced some-
what because the weak-field limit is not strictly satisfied
in our measurements.

To interpret these results, we note the close correspon-
dence with Ref. [7]. The escape of a photon projects the
atom-cavity wave function into a reduced state that can
deviate significantly from the steady state if t".

] is large.
Since there are multiple indistinguishable paths that can
lead to the detection of two photons [7], the respective
probability amplitudes must be summed and then
squared, as reflected by the fact that the expression for

g '(r) is a -perfect square. That the intracavity field of
the reduced state is smaller than that of the steady state
[and hence g (0) & 1] results from this intrinsic indis-
tinguishability together with the increase in the atomic
polarization field near r =0 by an amount of order C~
due to the momentary loss of the reaction field from one
atom in the cavity. However, in contrast to an intuition
rooted in the standard weak-coupling theory of optical bi-
stability fl], the quantum l]uctuations of the system do
not scale as I/tV for increasing number of atoms, as is
clear from Fig. 4. The process whereby a single atom
makes a transition to its ground state can have a pro-
found consequence even for 1V && 1.

In summary, we have investigated the behavior of a
strongly coupled atom-cavity system with measurements
of both optical bistability and photon statistics. The
discrepancies evidenced in Fig. 2 for the steady-state
characteristics warrant further study particularly with re-

gard to the question of global quantum correlations in a
dissipative setting. Our observations of photon anti-
bunching and sub-Poissonian photon statistics indicate a
scaling for quantum fluctuations contrary to that for
weakly coupled systems, with the functional form of
g

-' (r ) re]]ecting the underlying processes of state reduc-
tion and quantum interference for an open (dissipative)
system in a nonperturbative regime. Finally, note that
the nonclassical light is transmitted as a Guassian beam
and is thus readily available as a source for various exper-
iments in quantum optics.
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